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Before You Begin: 

• Review the program Rules & Regulations for an overview of what to expect if your product is selected.  

• If no video exists, record a demonstration video of the equipment in action. This is a crucial part of the 

application and allows the judges to get a feel for the equipment in lieu of in-person interaction.  

o Note: this video can be very informal and recorded via cell phone. It will not be shared outside of the 

panel of judges and Show Management.  

• The application will ask for the contact information of two operators who have experience with the equipment. 

Please notify these individuals that they may be contacted by Show Management for a reference.  

 

Application Overview: 

• Step One: Contact 

o Provide contact details for the application’s main point of contact. This person will be contacted with any 

questions and will also receive the application fee invoice.  

• Step Two: Application 

o This step includes all of the detailed questions that will be reviewed by the judges. See below for the full 

list of questions, and advice on how best to answer.  

o Given the length of this step, it is recommended to work in a word document and copy and paste 

answers in later. That way, no work will be lost if the application times out.  

• Step Three: Sign and Confirm 

o Agree to the rules and regulations (see link above).  

o Fill in the contact details as the person who submitted the application  

 

o Note: If this is the same contact from Step One, click the Copy Contact Data button and the same 
information will be populated. Then click “Add Contact” at the bottom of the page to refresh.  

 
• Pick Up Where You Left Off: Enter an email address to receive a link to the pending application to finish it later.  

o Note: The link will only include progress submitted through the previous step. 

https://cdn.winsightmedia.com/platform/files/events/2022-09/2023_Kitchen_Innovations_Rules_Regulations.pdf?_ga=2.114819268.270057853.1662672557-2105480494.1582149754
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Application Questions: 

 
The name of the innovation and title of the application.  
 

 

 
The innovation must be introduced for sale within the 24 months previous to the 2023 Show, and be available for orders 
to be taken at the Show 
 

 

 
The judges are seeking to understand if the product being submitted is brand-new to the industry, or an innovative 
evolution/new application of existing technologies. If this is an evolution, address the remaining application questions 
with answers specific to the improvements made. 
 

 

 
This answer could be specific, or include a broader range of applications. Examples include: casual dining broad menu, 
multiunit commercial QSR chicken chain, quick casual Mediterranean, multiunit noncommercial school district cafeterias, 
etc. 
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Provide technical details here. It does not need to be focused on proprietary/patentable information but should go 
beyond claims of benefits and focus on the inner workings of the innovation. A marketing brochure can be uploaded 
later on in the application process. Don’t focus on marketing speech here but take a more detailed approach on how it 
works differently from competing equipment. 
 

 
Within 100 words, identify the operational frustration this innovation addresses directly.  
 

 
Focus here on which innovative feature is most significant to operators and how it distinguishes from similar products in 
the market. Again, try to avoid “marketing speak” and be more technical. This panel of judges has significant experience 
and can follow along.  
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If this product is the next generation of an innovation that has already been submitted in previous years, please indicate 
Yes here and be specific as possible about what advancements have since been made, and what distinguishes this new 
innovation from the previous submission.  
 

 

 
Does this new innovation reduce labor, or energy or water consumption? Illustrate and quantify in this answer if 
applicable. For example, if a new innovation reduces operator labor by 10%, or by 10 minutes per cycle, or utility 
consumption by 15%, etc., explain the numbers and quantify how many dollars might be involved per shift, per day, per 
year or whatever is relevant. 
 
 

 
An optional field, specific case studies related to your answer above can be uploaded here.  
 

 
Provide a direct to results, or the contact information (name, company, phone number, and email) to be contacted for 
reference.  
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The judges look to this answer for context on the types of operations the innovation is intended to assist, as well as the 
problems it was built to directly address.  
 

 
If inapplicable, indicate N/A.  
 

 
These references may be contacted by Show Management to address specific questions from the judges, or to speak 
more generally about their experience with the innovation. They will only be contacted once and the information 
provided to Show Management will not be shared outside of the panel of judges.  
Sometimes it’s not possible to provide two operator names using the product in the field at the time the application is 
being submitted. If that’s the case, please indicate in your answer when these references will be available. Note: this 
information will be needed before judge deliberations conclude by the end of January.  
 
 

 
Perhaps the most important field on the application, this video allows the judges to experience the innovation from a 
more detailed perspective than descriptive word. They appreciate the opportunity to see it in video, in lieu of an in-
person experience.  
This video can be a formal marketing presentation, but is not required to be so. Previous successful applicants have made 
recordings within their very own test kitchens using cell phones that show the product in action, and highlight a few of 
the most significant features. Production quality of the video is far less important the opportunity to demo for the 
judges.  
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The product photo and company logo uploaded here will be used in various promotions if your innovation is selected. 
Please submit the highest resolution graphics at your disposal to ensure quality on both print and online promotions.  
 
 

 
The spec sheet often addresses technical questions the judges are seeking clarification on. With the technical 
information provided in this, and all the questions above, uploading the product brochure puts the bow on your 
application.  
 

 

 
Up to three additional uploads can be added here. This is not required but serves as a space to submit any other 
documentation, photos, or case studies that will be helpful to the judges.  
 


